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           Madfunah. 
[probably 8 March 1931]

Dear Father. 

          Sardic has brought home your shoes,  
I have had two pairs made, you are to choose  
which you like best, & Eric is to have the other  
pair. I dontsic know if you will be able to wear  
them, as they are stiff & have turnsic up toes specially  
for walking in sand, they are made of buffalo hide,  
rough workmanship. but very cleverly constructed,  
all sewn together with thongs of hide, Ahmud says  
he has worn a pair out here in the sand continually  
for two years, so I thought they would be amusing  
to have as speciminssic of native work. 

          I am enclosing in this letter some  
of the photoessic I have taken, some are of the places  
I have visited recently & described in my letters 

          Amice returned to-day, she looks much  
better for the change. she says she started to  
write you a letter but got no further than “Dear”  
You will see some special stamps on my letters. they  
are for a limited issue during March. will you save  
them for Mr Lebell. I have written to Eric to-day 
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enclosing a full set for his collection  

          I have asked Sardic to get me the forms  
necessary for sending a parcel to England, if they  
do not look too alarming I will send the shoes by  
parcel post but if they present too many difficulties  
I will bring them with me.   

          Lots of love  
          your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle   

PS. I am on the track of a Bedawin rug. the sort  
they put down in their tents, it may do for  
my bedroom, or for the divan in the studio in  
summer. 
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[  ]          Anticipation 

                  Iswid has a tit bit 
                  & Wip-wat waits his 
                  turn 

[  ]          Wip-wat & Iswid 
                  (Sardic’s black dog)         
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[  ]       Wip-wat 

[  ]       Sawish (Soldier) Sardic’s dog. 


